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V-SAK 3: Forslag til endring av eksamen for ANTH4610 – Work, Capital and Business og 

ANTH4620 Finance, Markets and Resources 

 

Saken legges frem for Programrådet:  

TIL ORIENTERING:  

TIL UTTALELSE:                

TIL BEHANDLING:            

ETTER AVTALE:                

 

 

Programrådet bes behandle forslaget fra tidligere emneansvarlig for ANTH4610, Ståle Wig, og 

emneansvarlig for ANTH4620, Elisabeth Schober. 

 

Endringen gjelder følgende formuleringer fra de respektive emnebeskrivelsene: 

 
Examination 
 
[ANTH4610]  
In addition to one mandatory oral presentation, eight short reflection papers on individual lecture 
content (up to 300 words) will be submitted throughout the semester. The student will upload 
three revised versions of the above-mentioned papers (the selection of which will be announced 
during the last lecture). 
 
[ANTH4620] 
In addition to one mandatory oral presentation, eight short reflection papers on individual lecture 
content (up to 300 words) will be submitted throughout the semester. You will have to submit 
three revised versions of the above-mentioned papers (the selection of which will be announced 
during the last lecture) to be evaluated at the end of the semester. 
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Endringsforslag og begrunnelse: 

In practice, students have never written eight reflection papers but instead seven, because we use the first 

lecture (of the eight) to explain what we mean by a reflection paper and show them how to do it. Hence, 

the suggestion that the course web page reflects this practice.  

Second, students have reported that reflection of only up to 300 words is too little to express a fruitful 

argument and show their understanding. I agree with this concern and would therefore suggest we 

increase the wording to “up to 500” words.  

Adjusted wording:  

In addition to one mandatory oral presentation, seven short reflection papers on individual lecture content 

(up to 500 words) will be submitted throughout the semester. The student will upload three revised versions 

of the above-mentioned papers (the selection of which will be announced during the last lecture). 


